welcome TO VIETNAM
Vietnam

- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qmcw4UebanQ&feature=youtu.be](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qmcw4UebanQ&feature=youtu.be)
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Hanoi - The Capital of Vietnam
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Ha Long Bay - The World Natural Heritage
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Sapa – the town in cloud
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Sapa – the town in cloud
Breathtaking landscape:

Ninh Bình province
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Hue - Ancient capital of Vietnam
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Hoi An Old Quarter - UNESCO World Heritage Centre
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Breathtaking landscape:

Son Dong cave-the world’s largest natural cave
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Nha Trang beach
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*Da Lat - the "little Paris" of Vietnam*
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Mekong Delta
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Mekong Delta
Friendly and hospitable Vietnamese:
Exquisite cuisines
Vietnamese cuisines
Vietnamese coffee
HCMUE is the ideal host for the International Association of Special Education’s 17th Biennial Conference in 2021.
Tan Son Nhat International Airport
Adequate meeting space, appropriate conditions, equipment to meeting sessions
Hall of over 500 seats
Hall of 150 seats
Meeting rooms of over 50 seats
Meeting rooms of over 100 seats
Food available at/near the venue site

The university located in HoChiMinh City which has first class dining restaurants that cater to American, Asian and Western cuisines and diverse religious diets.
Be situated in a reasonably close proximity to hotels
reasonable-cost sleeping rooms for individuals who prefer to stay on the university campus
Tours and activities suggested in Ho Chi Minh city and nearby

Tour of Special Education School and special school visits in HoChi Minh city.
Tours and activities suggested in Ho Chi Minh city and nearby

One –day tours to Cu Chi Tunnels
Tours and activities suggested in Ho Chi Minh city and nearby

Ho Chi Minh City Street Food Tour
Tours and activities suggested in Ho Chi Minh city and nearby

Ho Chi Minh city morning tour
Tours and activities suggested in Ho Chi Minh city and nearby

Ho Chi Minh city night tour
Tours and activities suggested in Ho Chi Minh city and nearby

Show and musicals: Water Puppet Show / A O Show or Teh Dar Show
In Vietnam